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ALCS Game 1
Orioles lead series, 1-0

Indians
Orioles
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Early home runs don't help
as Indians drop series
opener
Game 2 tonight • 8 p.m.
FOX (Channel 36)
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OPINION
Derrick Jones says the University community
allows sports to dominate special events
scheduling
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Pro-Nazi literature
found in library
□ Books filled with
white supremacy propaganda were found
in isolated stacks in
Jerome Library.
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News

About 300 Items of Nazi and
white supremacy propaganda
were
found
throughout
the books stacks at Jerome Library Tuesday night, according to head of access services
Mary Beth Zachary.
The first signs of the materials were found this summer
when library staff were sorting books. Hoping to end the
problem, the materials were
destroyed, Zachary said.
Additional items were found
Tuesday in isolated stacks on
the eighth floor of the library.
Propaganda claiming "White
and Proud" with an address
noted to join the organization
was folded and inserted into
all types of books. Some were
inserted into books concerning German history, but also
in books on geography, art and

many others, Zachary said.
Although this isn't the first
time books have been "sabotaged," library administrators
are worried about the Implications the material may have.
They want to make sure students realize the seriousness
of the issue at hand - and that
the library is working to destroy the material.
"Someone is looking to get
shock value," Zachary said.
"If a student finds it, tears it
up, throws it out or brings It to
the desk, we can weed out that
particular nastiness from our
books."
She said the problems, although disheartening, come
with the territory of an open
book stack library. Throughout her years here, Zachary
has found materials covering
the entire political spectrum.
"I would call this a type of
vandalism - vandalism in libraries is almost part of the
deal," Zachary said. "I hate to
say that because I don't deal
with it."
Tim James, a patrolman
with the campus police said
• See NAZI, page four.
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□ The Faculty Senate
will hold an icecream
social for students of
both Bowling Green
campuses.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

BG Ntwi Photo by Itrrmy Manln

Pictured above are some of the books that were vandalized at Jerome Library. Pictures of young boys
were cut out of numerous kinds of books.

Pattern of vandalism hurts
college
across
□ Jerome Library joins
the streak of Ohio college libraries that have
fallen victim to vandalism.

By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News

College libraries across Ohio
- including the University's
Jerome Library - have recently noticed a pattern in the

defacing of library materials,
specifically related to the photographs of young boys.
Damages totaling $2,400
plague Jerome Library admin• See VANDAL, page four.

"I scream, you scream, we all
scream for ice cream."
That is what the Faculty Senate
has in mind for the students of
Bowling Green State University
and Firclands College.
From Oct. 20-24, members of
the faculty from the University,
as well as at Firclands, are treating students to an ice cream
social and games night in order
to become more acquainted with
students.
Faculty will meet with students
in their residence hall or commuter cent*— *«v i night or d*v depending on whether you are a
commuter - of fun and excitement.
Veronica Gold, vice chairwoman of Faculty Senate, came up
• See ICE, page four.

Lecturers try to bring AIDS
closer to home for students
□ HIV positive speaker
Joel Goldman gives his
insights on the issue of
AIDS.
By ROCHELLE CONVERSE
The BG News

When Joel Goldman stood before Bowling Green students
Tuesday night, he put a face on
the issue of AIDS and took education a step beyond - into reality.
"It's something I got because
of the choices I made," he said.
"It's not like cancer or heart
disease, or something predetermined in my genetics. I got this
because of the choices I made
regarding sex and alcohol."
Goldman told the audience
how, during his years in college
and beyond, he would often mix
unprotected sex and alcohol. He
was told, at the time, that his
chances of HIV infection were
one in 1,000.
"The statistics aren't on your
side anymore like they were for
me," he said. "Forty percent of
all new cases are college age or
younger."
After being diagnosed in 1992,
he called a long-time friend from
college, T.J. Sullivan.
"I was totally unprepared for
that kind of conversation," Sullivan said, adding that he blew off
his friend and just "couldn't get a
grip on It."
"I felt stupid and I felt hopeless," he said.
After coming to grips with his
friends' diagnosis, the two met
and decided to travel the college
circuit, educating students about
HIV transmission as well as prevention.
"Friendship in the age of
AIDS" is a blend of comedy
mixed with real-life situations
bringing the AIDS issue a little

BC Ncwi Photo by Jeremy Martin

AIDS speaker T.J. Sullivan demonstrates the proper use of a dental
dam in Obcamp Hall Tuesday night.
Phot. Provided

closer to home for college students.
Goldman shared his story with
the audience, followed by Sullivan, who spoke about alcohol's
effect on decision-making, HIV
transmission as well as giving
detailed descriptions of practicing safe sex.
"When we mix alcohol and sex,
there can be some negative consequences," he said. Including
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.
"One In four Americans have
some form of Herpes," he said to
the audience of 800 students. "Do
you think that there are some exceptions in this room?"
Although Sullivan spoke about
abstinence, he noted that it Isn't
always a reality.
"The reason why I can't stand
up here and say abstain, is be<-»"«- fe're human and we mess

up," he said. "But, if you're
choosing not to have sex, feel
good about it. Abstinence is always the best choice."
The cases of HIV infection today are 80 percent heterosexual,
he said, with the numbers moving by the year 2000 to include 90
percent heterosexual and 60 percent women.
"This Is more than a disease of
numbers and statistics," Goldman said. "It includes all races,
all religions, all walks of life and
even children."
Although some stereotypes
have lessened in the 4 1/2 years
since the two began travelling,
Goldman said, audience numbers
are comprised more of women
than of men.
Sullivan shared his frustration
that AIDS has been labeled as a
• See AIDS, page five.

Calen Ash shakes former President George Bush's hand when Bush stopped through Bowling Green
in 1988 while campaigning.

Former police chief seeks
third ward city council seat
□ Former Police Chief
Galen Ash comments
on his decision to run
for City Council.
By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News

When Galen Ash retired as
Bowling Green City police
chief last Valentine's Day,
many people wondertu what he
would do with all his free time.

Ash said he wanted to relax
and play golf. Within a week he
had announced his candidacy
for Bowling Green City Council. So much for relaxing.
"When I retired as police
chief I had no idea that I would
run for council," Ash said. "It
certainly wasnt any plan on
my part."
Ash said that the circumstances then got him interested
in running. Incumbent Republican Becky Hansen wasn't

running for re-election and he
was always interested in politics.
"I was always fascinated by
politics but I never was able to
consider a serious run in the
positio.i I was in," Ash said.
"When I found out Hansen
wasn't running, there were
about four days to make a decision and declare that you
were running. I thought maybe
• See ASH, page five.
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Relocation tramples rights yet again
I h. '•• been following a story
taking p.ace In America, the
land of the free, over the past
few weeks which Is very Interesting and Is entrenched In
historical relevance.
It Is a story of a conflict
between power and expansion
and the desire of a group of
people to keep their home.
Could It be that the government
Is again forcing native peoples
off their land?
Actually, my friends, this
story Is unfolding as we speak
In a place In Ohio called Bowling Green State University.
Students who live In Prout
and who have dared to speak
out against the destruction of
Prout Hall have been told "The
philosophy can be replicated
and the Prout program will live.
That will live as long as people
want It to."
Ironically, this same pathetic
Idea was told to Native Americans as they were shoved off
their homeland and forced to
accept land allotments "given"
to them by the American

people who are different and
outside of people's already
established groups of friends?
Absolutely not.
As has been the case
throughout America's history,
expansion and potential for
Increased profit rise above all
other priorities.
When the possibility to expand
and maybe earn a few extra
bucks presents Itself, It seems It
does not matter who gets hurt In
the process. Stories arise that
make those who fight against the
powerful look unpatriotic and
crazy.
When are we. the people who
this institution is supposed to
serve, going to realize that it Is
WRONG to take things away
from people?
It is clear In our history that 1)
the people from whom the
"powerful" need something will
be told that their way of life can
continue. Just in another spot
and 2) when those who are being
manipulated choose to fight
back, they are represented as
unreasonable, even evil.

It Is not respectable or noble
that the Prout Program will be
"allowed" to exist in another
building. The structure of Prout
Hall lends itself to the community for which It now stands.
President Sidney Rlbeau has
seemingly worked diligently on
promoting a sense of or at least
an Idea of BGSU as a "learning
community."
So If this is what the goal of
our very administration is why
would they destroy the only place
on campus which is based
entirely on this Ideal?
Could It be that the money
the new Union would bring in the
long run Is more Important to
this administration than people
coming together as a community? Of course that's the case.
Will the Union itself serve as a
place where friends can come
together and have a good time?
Yes.
Will It make being at this
university more enjoyable?
Probably so. But. will It stand,
as Prout Hall and the Prout
Program do, to bring together

JENNIFER SPAHN
government.
When surveys
were handed out
several months
ago asking about
the desire for a
new Union,
apparently there
was a positive
response to the
prospect of this taking place.
Yet nowhere in the process of
this "decision" were the people
who call Prout Hall their home
told what was going on or asked
to participate In the decisionmaking process.
This Is a blatant case of those
"In charge" manipulating the
system to meet their goals of
expansion on this campus.
What is so amazing to me is
that the Prout Community Is In
fact In support of the new Union.
What they are against is the
destruction of their home and the
relocation to a new home being
allocated by the "powers that be."

I am challenging Ihh administration to reevaluaii' the plan
to destroy Prout Hall. I am
challenging them to stop disregarding the feelings of the Prout
residents and telling them their
program will have to continue
someplace else.
Hear the voices who are
against this and listen. Stop
making excuses and CARE!
There are other options
available that would allow for a
Union to be built while allowing
the residents of Prout to keep
their home.
It would be phenomenal If we
here at Bowling Green could
work together and come up with
a better plan for a new Student
Union.
It would be even more phenomenal If this situation could
be rectified and become a
turning point for relations
between those In power and the
rest of the people.
In the meantime, students
should be aware that this Issue
goes much deeper than Just a
residence hall being torn down.

This event Is entrenched In and
stems from a history that has
revolved around notions of
expansion and manipulation at
the cost of the "little guy."
Next week (Monday through
Friday, Oct. 113-17) there will
be a petition located at Prout
Hall's main desk. The petition Is
In support of the new Union but
against the destruction of Prout
Hall. We need the community to
show their support for the
residents of Prout and ask that
people come In and sign their
name to the petition.
With this one Incident.
Bowling Green could become a
shining example of community,
compromise, and even an arena
for true, unmanlpulated freedom.
Students, faculty, administrators, support this possibility for
progressive change and put an
end to the mentality that makes
taking away people's homes for
the sake of expansion seem okay.
It's not. Take action!
lennifer Spahn is a columnist for The
News.Send comments to jspahn@bgnet
bgsu.edu or to 210 West Hall.

by Jason Lady

True Collegiates

Letters to the Editor Policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics
of interest to the BGSU community. If you would like to nave
something printed in The BG Newt, we offer you two
formats.
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words
(less than two typed, douole-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words)
can be submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns will be
subject to space limitations and considered based on topic
relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and
phone number (phone numbers are strictly for verification
and not for publication). If you are not a BGSU student,
please provide your position or affiliation with the
University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought
in saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnews0bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The Newa from printing
all letters received. The News reserves the right to edit any
and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification
is given and the editorial board deems anonymity ir, in the
proper interests of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted
for publication.
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Administration betrays commitment to diversity
We must realize there is more
to diversity than black and
white. Of course, other races
exist. We are part of other
cultures that cross color lines.
One of the most visible Is
religion. As we practice our
many faiths, or non-faiths, do
we consider that not everyone
practices the same customs we
do?
Seems pretty thoughtless to
wish an atheist Merry Christmas. To further Illustrate this
problem. I've asked Rachel Vigil,
president of HUlel (BGSU's only
Jewish organization) to help
paint the picture:
I'm sure few of you noticed
Gregg DeCrane's Letter to the
Editor on Aug. 27. 1997. It was
a small piece, concerning a
holiday that was months away,
and that you probably know
and care very little about.
DeCrane's letter was an
apology, on behalf of BGSU's
administration, for scheduling
Parent's Weekend 1997 on Yom
Klppur. The letter was the
University's only public response to requests from numerous upset parents and students

for some explanation or apology
for the outrageous scheduling of a
"community-wide" event on a
sacred Jewish holiday.
I can pretty safely assume that
few of you know anything about
Yom Klppur. Thus, you couldn't
possibly understand why the
Jewish community is so upset by
the decision, nor have you any
interest In the Justification or
reasoning behind It. Many of you
are probably wondering. "So
what's the big deal?"
First. Yom Klppur is an important day. Contrary to popular
belief. Chanukah Is not the
"biggest" Jewish holiday, but
you'd never know that by asking
around (to Jews and non-Jews
alike). We have rampant American
consumerism to thank for that,
plus the fact that Chanukah
coincides with the Christmas
season.
We are considerably more
comfortable remembering holidays
during which gifts are exchanged,
rather than holidays on which
there Is expectation of study,
reflection, or selflessness.
Yom Klppur is considered the
holiest day of the Jewish calendar.

I,

It falls 10 days after Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year.
(All Jewish holidays are based on
a lunar calendar, not the solar,
Gregorian calendar we are
accustomed to.) Those 10 days
that fall In between are the Days
of Awe, and "Yom Klppur"
translates from Hebrew as the
"Day of Atonement." Together,
the entire time period Is called
the "High Holidays."
We've all heard people refer to
themselves as "twlce-a-year
Christians." implying they only
attend church on Christmas and
Easter. If at all. Well. Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Klppur are
the holidays that make the
majority of American Jews
"twlce-a-year Jews." Virtually
everyone attends synagogue.
On Yom Klppur. Jews are
commanded to think deeply
about the past year, and to ask
God to forgive them for sins they
committed during that year.
However, while God can
pardon them for sins they
committed against God. God
cannot pardon them for sins
committed against others.
Therefore. Jews must also

approach friends, parents,
siblings and colleagues to personally ask forgiveness for wrongs
committed against other Individuals. Only then Is atonement with
God complete.
Furthermore, the sanctity of
the day Is so profound that Jews
must fast — not eat anything —
on Yom Klppur. (25 hours!) This
seemingly extreme measure Is
intended to aggressively channel
the focus of the day to spiritual
issues and Intense mental
reflection on wrongdoings of the
past and positive changes for the
future. Many see fasting as a
simultaneous physical cleansing,
to complement the day's spiritual
purification.
Now. we attend a public
university, governed by certain
federal laws, among these the
separation of church and state.
While this topic can get sticky
and complicated, there are basic
ways to avoid problems like the
one BGSU created for this weekend. Namely, avoid scheduling
Untverslty-wlde events on major
holidays!
In June, my mother was told
that because the date for Parent's

DERRICK JONES

\m

Weekend was
already set,
changing the
date would
be making
concessions
for the
Jewish
community,
and thereby
be an outright violation of separation of
church and state. But with
proper foresight, the University
could have avoided the problem
altogether by choosing a "neutral" weekend.
But alas, tls not so easy! We
forget there are more Important
and essential community Ideals
to uphold.like football!!!!
That's right. When 1 learned
that a football game was the
primary reason the University,
knowing full well the holiday
conflict, scheduled Parent's
Weekend. I can't say I was
surprised.

I was saddened. Football Is
such a priority that the alienation and angering of community
members over their Important
holiday Is simply an oversight, an
unfortunate but unavoidable side
effect. What a shame! Is this a
premier learning community? Or
a premier stadium-centered
community?
Holiday or not. we should all
be concerned with the choices
being made for us by this administration. Are we here for football? Or for a quality educaUon?
(Hi. Derrick again.)
Although what's done Is done,
we wanted to show that being
part of a "community" means
being sensitive to the diversity of
all Its members. We may all fall
short. Even so, hopefully we
provided some food for thought:
Are church and state really so
separate? Would something like
this ever happen on Easter
Sunday?
Dtrridt lories is a columnist for The
News. This column was co-written try
Rachel Vigil. Send comments to
dajones@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210 West
Hall.
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FACT:
In 1992, Nirvana won the MTV Music
Video Award for Best New Artist in a
video for "Smells like Teen Spirit."

THREE

FICTION:
Kurt Cobain was seen eating dinner in the
Student Union last week with Elvis and
jerry Garcia.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"Why didn 't you go to the
Homecoming game? "

Thursday, 10/9/97
Phi Delta Theta Campout
tor the Homeless (8 a.m.)
South of Eppler.

Humanities Fundraiser
(9:30a.m. -4p.m.)
Sarah Lambdin
Sophomore
Business

Chris Nickerson
Junior
Journalism

Stewart Vetter
Junior
Accounting

Vinnie Barone
Senior

"I went home for the
weekend. It was my
birthday."

"I really had no interest in it."

"I didn't feel like it. I'd
rather stay home and
relax."

"I was studying —
hard to believe, isn't
it?"

Music

Bryan Mascioli
Junior
Environmental Science
"1 was in Ann Arbor
visiting my sister. It
was her birthday so we
were celebrating."

Union Foyer. The fundraiser will
include T-shirts, bookbags and gift
wrap.
Car Display (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Southeast comer of Eppler.
Sign-up for Million
Woman March (11 a.m. - 4

p.m.)

Union Foyer

File Transfer Protocol
(IBM) (1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.)
Study Abroad
Informational Session (4
p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)

UOTE OF

Thursday, Oct. 9
AccuWeather* forecast lor daytime conditions and high temperatures
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128 Hayes Hall. Free.
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1103 Offenhauer West. Session to
learn about the many overseas study
programs available to University
students. The procedures that must
be followed in order to study abroad
will be discussed. Call 372-0309/0479
with questions.

"The author of the book says it's not
correct, George Bush says it's not
correct. So I think you ought to go
with what those two people say."

Purchasing Club and
A.P.I.C.S General
Membership Meeting (7:30
p.m.)

Dan Quayle
telling reporters that President Bush never said that choosing

116 Business Administration Bldg.
Purchasing Club will be hosting this
event. Erin Babiak and Mark
Shanahan from Solutia Inc. will be
speaking on Strategic Sourcing.
Refreshments will follow the
meeting. Any questions, call Mark
Thompson at 354-4075.

Quayle as his running mate was a mistake.

THUMBS UP
■ To the Gish Theatre — the atmosphere is incredible.
W.VA

^4M

Showers T-storms Ram

Flumes

Snow

Ice

■ To 4 a.m. munchies.

p.m.)

■ To deep discussions about problems — satisfying when
the day just begs to be complained about.

c£Q
Sunny PI Cloudy

■ To professors who hand back tests the next time the class
meets.

Cloudy

Via Associaled Press GraphicsNat

THUMBS DOWN

TODAY'S

Martin Espada Poetry
Reading/Lecture (8 p.m.)
Ill Olscamp. Martin Espada is a
Latino poet who will share his poetry
as a part of Hispanic Heritage month.
A book signing will follow.

Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Arthur
Miller's classic drama of Willie
Loman, the common man as tragic
hero. Call 372-2719 for ticket
information.

■ To Brother Jed and family for talking too loudly.
■ To 4 a.m. munchies — and nothing to eat.

Today

Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Michael Gould performs
on the Shakuhachi, an end-blown
bamboo Japanese flute. Free.

Death of a Salesman (8
p.m.)

■ To people in the computer labs who print multiple
copies and use all the paper.

WEATHER

Guest Artist: Michael
Gould, Shakuhachi (8

■ To the lack of 24-hour dining on campus. Writing a
paper can really make a person hungry.

Panhellenic Council new
member ceremony (9 p.m. 10:30 p.m.)

Rain. High: 74. Low: 60.

Ballroom.

Illusions vending (TBA)
Education Steps.

Friday
Sunny. High: 73. Low: 51.

PACE THREE is intended as an trreivrent look al lite University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

Mon-Sat 12-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

THE WASH HOUSE
Laundromat
250 N. Main

352-9951

Thursday
Sonic Angels
Friday & Saturday
Back To Back Blues
Frl. Dr. Hector & The Groove Inject
7/->a
Sat. AC. Read.

Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball

'Beta SlCpha Tsi
Cordially Invites anyone to a
technical presentation on

The calendar of events is a service o/The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

WASH FOR 750

55 j*

Systems Auditing & Controls
(presentedby "Debitte & louche LLT)

Thursday, October 9, 1997 at 7 p.m.
Olscamp Hall, Room 213

October 10 & 11
8:00&11:OOVM
111 Olscamp'Hall
Only i2.00!

$m
It any quaimu. pimu* ctyitaci Kathy Woodward. Ban Aipna Psi (614)372 8074

Questions???
Call 372-7164

Courtesy of
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Continued from page one.

1

digest

with the idea of the ice cream
social to give students and faculty members a chance to meet
outside of class on a social level.
The ice cream social is intended to increase the studentretentlon Initiative.

Compiled hom Mad and Mrs reports

■ PAVING PROJECT

"Having an event like
this shows that the
faculty cares and are
willing to make the
effort to get involved
with students."

Harshman-Conklin Drive set for weeklong
work
A repaving project along Harshman-Conklin Drive begins today.
That drive runs along the north side of Harshman Hall west
along the north side of Conklin and the south side of Jerome Library. The drive will be closed at various points from Mercer
Road to East Hall during the project.
The project is expected to be completed Wednesday.
■ CLINTON

Andrea Schuster
sophomore journalism major

New poll shows many believe Clinton acted
unethical

Around this time of the year,
students are deciding whether
they would like to continue their
education here at the University,
Gold said. These decisions are
often greatly influenced by the
results of their first exams or
papers, she explained.
"It is hard to have individual
contact with students," Gold
said."One highlight of being an
educator here at the University
is talking with my students one
on one." One of her goals for the
week is to show students that
faculty are people and they do
care about students. She hopes
that friendships may develop
from this campus event.
Andrea Schuster, sophomore
journalism major, believes It is a
good idea to have an ice cream
social.
"Having an event like this
shows that the faculty cares and
are willing to make an effort to
get involved with students,"
Schuster said.
The Faculty Senate is still looking for volunteers from the faculty for one or two hours. If there
is anyone Interested In being a
volunteer, contact Veronica Gold
or Diana Whitmire, administrative secretary to the senate, at
372-2751 by Oct. 13.

ARLINGTON, Va. - Sixty-one percent of Americans questioned in a new poll believe President Clinton did something
unethical or illegal in raising campaign funds for the 1996 election and 76 percent said an independent counsel should be appointed to investigate allegations he sought illegal foreign donations.
The USA Today/CNN/Gallup survey released today found 25
percent believe Clinton did something illegal, 36 percent think
he did something unethical but not illegal, 31 percent believe he
did nothing seriously wrong and 8 percent had no opinion.
The poll was taken last weekend before disclosures that the
White House had discovered videotapes, under subpoena for
months, of White House coffees.
■ TEEN PREGNANCY

Teen gives birth and hides baby for two weeks
in room
CENTRAL ISLIP, NY. - A teen-ager gave birth In secret and
hid her newborn son in her bedroom for two weeks while she continued going to high school, leaving the boy alone during the day,
police said.
The teen's mother, Stephanie Clark, found the 4-pound infant
in her daughter's bedroom Tuesday and called police, said Suffolk County Detective Sgt. John Twiname. Shanta Clark, 17, had
not told anyone of her pregnancy or the birth Sept. 21, he said.
She had been feeding him, but left him alone while she went to
school from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. every day, Twiname said.
The newborn was in guarded condition at the University Medical Center at Stony Brook. The hospital did not immediately
release any detail on the baby's condition.
The teen was charged with endangering the welfare of a
minor, a misdemeanor. She was released on bail pending arraignment next month.

NAZI
cording to Chris Miko, associate
dean of the libraries.
_ depending on the amount of
Unless that happens, it will be
•material and the Intent of the difficult for the library to convict
^propaganda, measures could be a person for placing materials in
Baken against individuals should books - regardless of its conjthey be caught. Problems with tents, James said.
"*~; defacing of books has hapMiko explained the only thing
ned in the past, but little can be the library can do is hope that the
ne concerning racial litera- material is contained and dese, he said.
troyed once it is found. The
"We've had people damage nature of the act leads him to beand do stupid stuff," lieve that someone outside of the
James said. "It really depends if University committed the acts.
.they are damaging something."
"It's distasteful and certainly
j Campus police have been noti- not representative of the librarfied of the problem, but no crim- y," Miko said. "We are just trying
Hnal defacing has taken place, ac- to clean it up."
Continued from page one.

BG Newi Photo by Jeremy Martin

A firefighter stands amidst a wall of flames. The fire was intentionally started for a training exercise
by the Bowling Green City Fire Dpeartment near the airport.

VANDAL
Continued from page one.
istrators as they attempt to
piece together how the vandalism is occuring. The dollar
amount of damages echoes that
of Ohio University and Ohio State
University. Damages have also
occurred at Youngstown State
University and the University of
Akron.
According to Mary Beth Zachary, head of access services, the
library began to notice the pattern when it tried to reconstruct
the destroyed pages. When they
contacted other colleges for cop-

ies of the missing pages, they realized the same pages and photos
were taken from the same books,
Zachary said.
Reports filed about the vandalism note that each was identical
in that it focused on pre
adolescent or teen boys shirtless
or in provocative positions.
"It would've taken hours to do
this," Zachary said. "We can pinpoint some of the times leading
back to "95. Plus, identical books
have been damaged in identical
ways.
The vandal(s) apparently used
a razor blade to cut the photos
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criminally.
Depending on the severity of
the vandalism, it could be punished as a felony of the fifth or
third degree. Criminally
damaging can also lead to a fine
and jail time.
Linda Dobb, dean of the libraries, said she wants to make students aware of the problems
occuring in the libraries in order
to put a quick end to the defacement of University property.
"It is very disheartening in a
time of mutilation of books,"
Dobb said. "It's something to
draw people's attention to."
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and the trend seems to focus of
minority boys, Zachary said.
She believes the person or persons committing the vandalism is
most likely from outside the University.
Library workers are aware of
the problems and have been instructed to keep an eye out for
suspicious actions. Increased
monitoring of the library stacks
is also being put into use, she
said.
Defacing property, according
to Tim James, a patrolman for
the campus police, can carry a
heavy punishment if charged
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ASH
Continued from page one.
I should try this."
So the former Chief Ash was
now Citizen Ash and a Republican candidate for the third
ward's city council seat. Ash said
his goal has always been to make
BG a better place and city council may be another way he can do
that.
"I Just want to do what I think
Is best," Ash said. "That's what I
have always done and I will continue to do so."
Ash said he feels he is qualified
to represent the third ward - the
district south of Wooster Street
and west of Main Street - because he has lived there for about
40 years. Campaigning In his district, which Includes nearly 600
homes, has been Ash's main task
recently.
"I usually walk door to door
about three days a week talking
to people and telling them that I
am running for council and
would like their vote," Ash said.
"I ask them if they have any
questions about the election and
they usually just ask me what my
secret Is to getting my Impatiens
flower garden to grow so high.
We often end up looking at their
woodwork or the grass in their
backyard."
The secret to the impatiens is a
lot of water and fertilizer and the
secret to getting elected in small
town is name recognition, something Ash believes he has.
"I guess I do have a lot of name
recognition after being in a fairly

visible position for almost 20
years," Ash said. "My opponent,
(Sandy Wicks, owner of Call of
the Canyon Cafe) is also very
well-known in town and the business community."
Despite not having a background In politics Ash was, as
police chief, required to go to
council meetings so he said he
has probably been to more than
many of the people who are on
council now.
Some of the Important issues
for the city right now are business development and maintaining enough Industrial growth to
balance the city's rapid growth in
home-building.
"We want to grow, but we need
to have growth with a plan so we
don't end up like a certain city
north of here," Ash said. "Another important Issue is the
deregulation of utilities. We
make money by providing water
to nearby cities like Grand
Rapids and Weston. We need to
make sure we keep that financial
base and increase it."
Nationally, campaign fund raising has been receiving a lot of
attention in the press with President Clinton's troubles. Locally
Ash said he was initially nervous
about raising money for his campaign.
"I was worried that if I went
around asking for money people
might look at It as a guy with a
badge in one hand who's asking
for money In the other," Ash said.
"Luckily my campaign directors,
Del Latta and Becky Hansen,

have done most of the fund raising and the money has come in
nicely."
Ash said that running Republican was natural for him.
"I was raised in a Republican
family and Identify more with
Republican values," he said. "I
don't consider myself a radical
Republican though. I also always
vote for whoever is the better
candidate regardless of party."
Since his retirement Ash has
been pleased with the job Thomas Votava has done with the
police force.
"We always worked well as a
team and I knew he would do a
good job," Ash said. "He probably has as well organized a staff
right now as I ever had."
Votava himself said that he is
glad that Ash is running for
council.

When the two visited the campus four years ago, Goldman said
1,000 women attended, but he
could only count 20 men in the
audience.
"Bowling Green always stood
out in my mind as the most distinct," he said. "What made me
feel great tonight was to come in
here and see more of a 40-60
split. It really showed that this is
a cross-issue that everybody
feels."
Since the two began travelling
in 1993, they have spoken to more

than ISO campuses and 350,000
students.
Kellee Fry, a sophomore undecided major, said although she
has educated herself about AIDS,
seeing Goldman made it more of
a reality.
"It probably made more people
realize that it could happen to
anybody, so they need to make
better choices," she said. "I think
it will make people think smarter
about their choices and probably
a lot of people will go out and get
tested."

"He was somebody I was worried about when he retired," Votava said. "Law enforcement in a
very intense field and it is hard
for people to leave that atmosphere and lead a regular life. I
am glad he found something to do
with his time."
Ash has had many people ask
him if he eventually wants to run
for mayor.
"It's surprising I have had
many people ask me if I would
ever want to be mayor," Ash said.
"I just want to take it one step at
a time. First I want to get elected
and then I want to see if I like it
before I decide anything else."

AIDS
Continued from page one.
gay disease.
"Yes It's a gay thing," he said.
"It's also a straight thing, a black
thing and a white thing. It's
everybody's thing."
As the two wrapped up their
performance, Sullivan drank
from Goldman's water bottle,
waiting for a response. As the
audience sat In silence, he said,
"We've come a long way because
four years ago, people gasped at
that."

AlHcUled PrtM pkM*

Vice President Al Core poses with New York House of Representitives candidate Eric Vitaliano at a
Democratic fundraiser. The entire Clinton adminstration is currently under fire for alledged violations.

Clinton assists Democrat
fundraising in New Jersey
The Associated Press

All told, the president's appearances were expected to gross almost $2 million.
Appearing with McGreevey at a Newark child
care center, Clinton said it was his Democratic
administration that helped families through
measures such as TV ratings, anti-crime and antidrug programs and family leave for working parents. His next endeavor will be quality, affordable
child care, he said.
"We should never forget that there are conflicts
between work and child-rearing which we all have
to help people resolve," Clinton said. "There is a
role for all of us in that; that is a community responsibility."
On Oct. 23, the president and first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton are staging a White House conference on child care.

NEWARK, NJ. - President Clinton, setting out
on a $2 million fund-raising blitz for Democrats,
left Washington's campaign finance scandals today and sought to burnish his party's profile in the
heartland on bread-and-butter family issues.
As questions intensified over his tactics in financing his 1996 campaign, Clinton looked ahead
to the 1997 and 1998 elections he hopes will restore
Democrat majorities in state legislatures and In
Congress.
"Unless you're the lead dog on the sled, the
view's always the same. We've got to be leading."
Clinton said.
He began his full political day campaigning for
New Jersey gubernatorial candidate Jim
McGreevey, the state senator and Woodbridge
mayor trying to topple Republican Gov. Christine
Todd Whitman. Clinton was traveling later to Philadelphia for a series of benefits for the Democratic National Committee.

Before leaving for New Jersey, Clinton accused
Republicans of using White House video tapes to
create a "smokescreen" to kill campaign finance
legislation.
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LIGHTHOUSE

College I.D. Night Thursday
Drink Specials All Night

2G0S (h%Q!A!DcWA(y •381-1140
near downtown Toledo

Thursday: College ID Night
$1.00 Pitchers
(Yes, they're normal size!!!)
Thursday Oct. 9:
The Twistoffs & FM 104 Rocktail
Friday Oct. 10 & 11:

LUNCHBOX

(Former members of the Flecks and Kensingtons)
Directions: 75 N. to South ST. Exit, follow
directions to Toledo Zoo,
Lighthouse directly across the
street from the Zoo.
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GLASS CITY GAMES
presents an exclusive demonstration of

GORKAMORKA
sponsored by Games Workshop

OCTOBER 11
Enter this exciting new world and play test all of the
Games Workshop line during both Saturday and Sunday
Check out our large selection of RPG's, CCG's, and
other great games.
3659 UPTON AVE „n „, MnA
TOLEDO, OH
419-474-0304
Just north of I-475 and Central on Upton

The Pheasant %pom
Cocated on the 2nd tloor of the
Student Union
Delicious Jiot Clinch Specials
from $325 - $3.75
$425

Cash, credit card, or Big Charge
accepted
^Meal plans accepted after 4:30 / mi
Stop by and try out our neto menu!
TVoiv Taking Reservations
Call 37Z ■ 7949
*************************************

Lunch: Mon.fr/.
11:30 am ■ 1:30 pm
Dinner: Mon. ■ Thurs.
1:30 pm - 7:00 / >m

Chrysler Cyberspace cemetaries act
found
as places to offer condolences
negligent
The Associated Press

starting at 12:00 PM

Salad Specials:
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SHOWGIRL F
THE YEAR 97
Next tiled 6. Thurs at 9pm
LLIatch your favorite
5houjgirl compete for
cash prizes and an all
expense paid trip to
Las Vegas to compete
at the nationals.

The Associated Press
CHARLESTON, S.C. - A
jury Wednesday ordered
Chrysler Corp. to pay
$262.5 million to the parents of a 6-year-old boy who
was killed when he was
thrown from the family
minlvan in an accident because a rear latch was
defective.
The $12.5 million in actual damages and $250 million in punitive damages a
warded to the parents of
Sergio Jimenez II was the
largest award against the
automaker, a company
spokesman said.
"I can't even talk," said
the boy's father, Sergio
Jimenez, a mason with
three other children. "I
didn't expect anything this
big. I never thought it
would be like this."
Chrysler spokesman
Mike Aberlich said the
company would appeal.
"We believe that the outrageously large punitive
damage award shows that
the jury was unduly influenced by the highly emotional nature of the circumstances of the accident,"
said Aberlich.
The wrongful death lawsuit stemmed from an April
1994 accident in North
Charleston. Sergio was riding in the back seat of his
family's 1985 Dodge Caravan when it was hit in the
rear on the driver's side by
another vehicle going about
5 mph, the lawsuit said.
The impact caused the
van to spin, roll over and
land on its wheels, and Sergio was thrown out when
the latch on the rear liftgate
failed, the lawsuit said. He
died of a fractured skull.
The jury said Chrysler
was negligent in designing
and making the latch on the
rear lift gate.
"Chrysler knew about the
defect and covered up the
defect while at the same
time advertising its minivans to American families
as safe," said the family's
lawyer, David Dwares.
The jury, however, also
ruled that the driver was
fully to blame for the accident.
Aberlich said the driver
ran a red light, and that the
force of the collision threw
the boy, who was not wearing a seat belt, out of the
side window, not through
the lift gate opening.
The family denies that
the van ran a red light, and
the trial judge refused to allow evidence about the
traffic signal, Dwares said.
Nonetheless, one legal
expert said the verdict was
based on the company's
negligence, not the driver's.

WOODSTOCK, Ga. - Amid all
the 'zines and pom and corporate
sites of the World Wide Web,
you'll find a picture of Carol
Mickelson - a smiling little girl
on a pink background with red
hearts.
Click, and you'll find Carol's
favorite things: Power Rangers,
an animated Barney whose eye
twinkles, a bouncing Winnie the
Pooh.
Carol was 11 years old when
she died in March 1996. This is
her virtual gravesite, where her
mother can share grief and
memories.
Perhaps it was inevitable that
just as more and more people
seem to live online, others are dying there. For the dead, cyberspace cemeteries serve as memorials; for the living, they are a
place to mourn, to offer condolences, to recall other losses.
These gravesites are accessible anywhere in the world, convenient for those who couldn't attend a funeral or were unaware
of a death.
"This is a wonderful way for
people to make contacts, reach
out to other people," said Judy
Tatelbaum, a psychotherapist
and author in Carmel, Calif. "In

terms of grief, any possible way
people can communicate with
other people will help them
heal."
Many things are posted at
these cyber cemeteries: photographs, biographies, audio
clips of the deceased's favorite
songs, tributes from friends and
relatives.
"It's a way for them to say
'Hey, I'm here, I was here, I
made a difference," said Ben Delaney, president of Sausalito, Calif.-based CyberEdge Information Services, which tracks virtual reality and interactive media
trends. "These kind of memorials
are a way to show others that
these people existed."
Initially, Lois Mickelson of Tacoma, Wash., was hesitant about
posting Carol's biography and
photograph on the Web. She decided it would be a perfect place
to share her daughter's story
with the world.
"It's a place for me ... to remember my daughter. I missed
mothering my daughter. I missed
being able to do things for her,"
she said.
Carol's page has had more than
9,700 visitors. One browser, Tom
Mester, who inadvertently stumbled upon Carol's page, wrote:

"Well, I echo the feelings that
everyone else has said on this
page. I also did not know your
little girl, but certainly do feel I
know her now."
The sites are heart-rending.
Charlie Ranallo was 17 when he
died in 1995 in a traffic accident
after his high school prom. His
site is filled with messages from
school pals, teachers and strangers.
"I have received so many beautiful letters from people who
have seen the site and told me
how inspired they were by his
story," said his mother. Donna
Ranallo of Pittsburgh. "I'm
touched deeply that people take
the time to read about him."
Virtual Memorials - where you
can find the pages for both Carol
Mickelson and Charlie Ranallo does not charge for its services.
Others charge from $10 a year
at Garden of Remembrance to
$995 for a complete multimedia
package - photographs, audio,
video, tributes - at Perpetual
Memorials.
More than 240 memorials have
been added to Virtual Memorials
since Sharon Mnich started the
site last September, with pages
dedicated to her deceased
grandparents and a close friend.

WORLD

Honoring a Hero

Coca growers in Bolivia celebrated the 30th anniversary of Ernesto Che Gueva death Wednesday.
Che Guevara was a popular Bolivian guerilla leader who was kidnapped and killed by the Bolivian
army.
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REAL DEAL CRAZY SAME SHOW
FRIDAY. OCT. 10.8 PM SILVER RIVER CAFE FREE!
SELENA
FRL ft SAT. OCT. 10-11. 8 ft 11 PM, 111 OLSCAMP. $2.00
PARENTS OF THE YEAR ANNOUNCEMENT
SATURDAY. OCT. 11. HALFTIME AT THE BfiSU/W. MICH SAME

MHOM0O6
FRIDAY. OCT 17. 8 PM SILVER RIVER CAFE. FREE!
ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME TRIP
SATURDAY. OCT. 18. 8AS AM DEPARTURE. $16.00
BATMANftROBlN
FRL ft SAT. OCT. 17 ft IS. 8 ft 11 PM 111 OLSCAMP. $2.00
CAMP AND CANOE TRIP
SATURDAY ft SUNDAY. OCT. 18-19
INDIAN CLOTHINS AND JEWELRY SALE
WED. ft THURS. OCT. 22 *23.10-4PM MATH/SCIENCE BLDO.

Buy 1 sandwich
& get a
tfAHp-Htotft*- 2nd sandwich

I
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1/2 OFF

YOU LAUSR YOU LOSEI COMEDY/SAME SHOW
THURSDAY. OCT. 23.8 PM BALLROOM FREEI
ROCK CLIMBING AND RAPELLINS
SATURDAY. OCT 2S. 9 AM DEPARTURE
COLLEflE BOWL TOURNAMENT
SATURDAY, OCT 2S. 10 AMI PM MATH ft SCIENCE BIDS.
FACE/OFF
FRL ft SAT. OCT 24 ft 2S. 8 ft 11 PM 111 OLSCAMP. $200
HALLOWEENn
FRL ft SAT. OCT. 31 ft NOV. 1.8 ft 11 PM 111 OLSCAMP. $2O0
quMtiottf? Mil 372-71641
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Jim Tocco
Sports Editor
372-2602

Early Oriole homers doom Indians
The Associated Press
BALTIMORE - Maybe the
Cleveland Indians should have
skipped the opener and gone
straight to Game 2.
Favorite or underdog, the Indians are dismal in debuts at
Camden Yards.
The AL Central champs
showed up with a much different
team and little respect from the
pundits. They put Chad Ogea on
the mound Instead of Charles
Nagy, who was bombed in Game
1 of the division series here last
year.
And they still lost Wednesday
night ~ just like last October and
in the first regular game ever
played in this ballpark.
"This team will be fine," said
Ogea, who pitched well after giving up homers to Brady Anderson and Roberto Alomar. "This is

nothing new to us."
As omens go, the first pitch
wasn't a good one for Cleveland.
Anderson launched it into the
bleachers near Boog's Barbecue
in right field, and Baltimore was
on the way to a 3-0 victory.
Though his leadoff homer in
Game 1 last year came against
Nagy, it also penetrated the
plumes of smoke from Boog
Powell's popular sandwich stand.
Alomar, who finished off
Cleveland last year with a
12th-inning homer, did them in
Wednesday night with a two-run
shot in the third.
"Last year is last year," Indians first baseman Jim Thome
said. "This is a different team,
they're a different team."
Now, even with the roles reversed In this rematch series, the
Indians face the same task of

Manny Ramirez is 3-for-24, although he made two hard outs off
Erickson with Anderson robbing
him of a first-inning homer.
"There weren't any breaks for
us to get, because Erickson just
shut us down," said Thome, who
probably won't play against lefthander Jimmy Key in Game 2.
Cleveland's offensive drought
can be traced to the fourth inning
of its Game 5 victory over New
York. The Indians haven't scored
a run since Sandy Alomar doubled and scored on a sacrifice fly
by Tony Fernandez in Cleveland's series-clinching 4-3 victory.
And even that run was tainted.
Alomar appeared to barely graze
the plate, and Yankees catcher
Joe Girardi tagged his counter-

coming back from a 1-0 deficit.
"We said coming in we wanted
to go home with a split," Cleveland general manager John Hart
said. "We would have loved to
win the first game. Nothing is
easy for this team."
Last year, the heavily favored
Indians lost both games at Baltimore and dropped the series in
four games.
Cleveland lost the first regular-season game at Camden
Yards, 2-0 in 1992.
If they are to have a chance in
this best-of-7 series, the Indians
are going to have to produce
more offense than they did
against Scott Erickson - four
hits, four baserunners.
The heart of the Indians order
is struggling in the playoffs.
Thome, who hit 40 homers in the
regular season, is 3-for-18.
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Indians fans try to endear themselves to the Baltimore crowd dur-0 Orioles victory.
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Braves return to form, pull even with Marlins
The Associated Press
ATLANTA -- First the Atlanta
Braves got mad. Then they got
even.
Tom Glavine pitched shutout
ball into the eighth inning. Chipper Jones and Ryan Klesko
homered and the Braves caught
everything in outplaying the upstart Florida Marlins in all

phases, winning 7-1 Wednesday
to tie the NL championship series
at one game apiece.
Angry at their own sloppy
showing in the opener, the
Braves bounced back in sharp
fashion, looking every bit like the
team that's been boss in the NL
throughout the 1990s.
The Marlins lost for the first
time in their young postseason

can recover from such a lousy
loss. Game 3 will be Friday night
at Miami when rookie Tony
Saunders, 3-0 against Atlanta this
year, faces John Smoltz.
Glavine did his best to restore
the Braves' pitching prominence,
allowing three hits in 7 2-3 innings. He retired the first nine
batters and, with an early 5-0
lead to work with, cruised until

history. They looked bad from
the beginning, too - Gold Glove
catcher Charles Johnson made
his first error of the season on
Kenny Lofton's leadoff bunt, and
Alex Fernandez lasted just 2 2-3
innings in his shortest start since
1995.
Now, after their first setback
in five playoff games, it will be
the Marlins' turn to prove they

Devon White's RBI double with
two outs in the eighth - a play, by
the way, on which White was
foolishly thrown out trying to
stretch it into a triple.
Relievers Mike Cather and
Mark Wohlers completed the
three-hitter.
Atlanta's fielders, meanwhile,
had a return to respectability. A
day after several mistakes made

all five runs off Greg Maddux
unearned in a 5-3 loss, the four
players guilty of the mlsplays Jones, Klesko, Fred McGriff
and Lofton ~ each turned In neat
grabs.
Klesko and Jones each
homered for the second straight
day. Jones drove In three runs
with three hits, while Keith
Lockhart had three hits-

Fullback Lige draws
motivation from mom
the times were going to be, you'll
get through it," Lige said. "It's
always good to know she's there,
regardless of what the outcome
Is."
Overcoming adversity is nothing new to Lige.
"When my mom and dad got
divorced while I was in middle
By TOD McCLOSKEY
school, it really had a big effect
The BG News
on me," Lige said. "If I needed
someone to talk to, my mom was
Standing at 5-11 and weighing always there for me."
235 lbs., Adam Lige may seem
Now that Lige is past the
like a typical Bowling Green storm, the Falcons have used his
football player. But don't let that ability to expand the offense.
fool you.
"If you watched him play lineLige has been a consistent backer last year, you can tell that
force this season, playing the he is a very talented player and a
fullback position for the first guy who loves to play the game,"
time in his football career.
BG running backs coach Tim
Yet, for Lige, there has been Walton said. "He's been a great
one consistent motivation for help for us with the fullback posihim throughout his entire colle- tion."
The Falcon offense has used
giate career: his mom.
"She hasn't missed a game Lige many times, passing the ball
since I've been here," Lige said. to him underneath where he can
"She goes to every one, so I see run over defensive backs.
"I think Initially catching the
her pretty much every weekball was a big surprise. I had
end."
It's Lige's relationship with his never been able to catch the ball
mom that fostered his work ethic that good," Lige said. "Now that
and his self-confidence.
I'm expected to catch them, I
"She was always the person think that made it a little bit
who told me, no matter how hard more easier."

□ The converted linebacker has become a
success at his new position thanks in part to his
mother.

BG New. Phot* by Jeremy Martin

BG fullback Adam Lige has made a successful transition to his new position after playing most of his Falcon career at linebacker.

Grcmt Food A fee Cream \
I U

/O discount to all students and
faculty with college id.

,\a«\
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FAMILY!

Hayrides on Weekends
Walk orRide Through!
20354 N. Dixie Hwy. (South of 582) B.G.

For inlo. call 352-5961

Sun.- Thurs. 7 a.m. until 11 p.m.
Fri.- Sat. 7 am. until 12 a.m.

Ssfi
LAI*.

^^5P

i

i
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• See LIGE, page nine.

THE PUMPKIN PEDDLER

15 VARIETIES

Present this ad and receive a FREE
Happy Ending Sundae with any
sandwich order.

"We throw the ball to the backs
a lot," Walton said. "He catches
so much during practice that it's
real comfortable for him, plus he
has good hands."
Playing a brand new position
on the opposite side of the ball Is
not an easy assignment. But Lige
is modest about his smooth transition from offense to defense.
"It really wasn't that hard of a
thing," Uge said. "People who
play linebacker and fullback are
pretty much the same type of
guy, so physically there's no
problem."
A junior sales and marketing
major, Lige knows that the end of
college, and football, is near.
"It's getting to the point in the
season now (where) I can start to
see where the light is at the end
of the tunnel, where it's all going
to be over for me," Lige said.
"I'm trying to cherish every
game that we have."
Balancing schoolwork and
football is a difficult task, but
Lige is focused on getting an education as well as a MidAmerican Conference championship.
"Right now, since we're getting

Hours: Mon-Fri. 4p.m.- Dark
Sat. 9 a.m. -Dark; Sun. Noon-Dark

353-7767
425 E. Wooster

• Ice • Fountain Express
• Cold beer at state minimum prices
• Fresh deli • Fresh gourmet coffee ^
~ Money Orders Available -ATM-

30 PACK

■

$10*99

!

THE 1997
KEY
YEARBOOKS
are here.
Pick yours up
today in 28
West Hall.
You may still
buy
one-only
$25.95. Call
372-8086.
J
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BG News sportswriters tackle two sides of
the sports issues on every fanatic's mind
9

27 Yanks murder
teams of all ages
In 1927, baseball had never
seen anything like the Bronx
Bombers.
The New York Yankees rolled to a 110-441hat-year record
and dismantled the Pittsburgh
Pirates four games to win trie
World Series.
Now, 70 years and 1,434
teams later, baseball still
hasn't seen an equal.
The offense was so potent
that Babe Ruth, who set a
major-league record that year
with 60 home runs, hit more
roundtrlppers than EVERY
other American League team.
Add on to that Lou Gehrig's 47,
which was the best anyone had
ever done except for Ruth.
And second baseman Tony
Lazzeri was third in the league
with 18. The Yanks hit 158
home runs that year to their
opponents' 42.
Gehrig also set a major
league record with 175 RBIs
that year.
It's not hard to believe, then,
that the Yanks went the whole
year without ever being shut
out.
As if the offense wasn't
enough, the 1927 Yankees'
four top starters - Waite Hoyt,
Urban Shocker, Wiley Moore
and Herb Pennock - were the

BGNews
Sporte Editor

four top pitchers In terms of
winning percentage. Hoyt also
led the league in wins and
ERA. Shocker had the secondbest ERA. Moore finished
fourth in wins and led the
league In saves.
It's clear that no team dominated its season as thoroughly
as the '27 Yanks. But how do
they compare across the ages?
Babe Ruth's home run record still stands as the most
home runs per game. When he
hit 59 in 1921 (at the time the
record) he broke the record of
29, set by... himself. That
broke the long-standing record
of 24. H is 60 stood as the record for 34 years.

t

Jim
TOCCO

Braves of today
cream of the crop

G. Michael
GRAHAM
BG News
Sportsvwfter

The Atlanta Braves of the
1990s are the best team of all
time.
Since 1991, they have been
in contention to win the World
Series every year. Before
then, they were a losing team
that went nowhere, finishing
in the National League West
cellar every season.
Owner Ted Turner and company built the Braves into contenders the old-fashioned way
- through the farm system.
Turner put in a lot of money in
the farm leagues. As a result,
many good players such as
Chipper Jones, Tom Glavine,
Mark Wohlers and Ryan Klesko have come up from the
farm leagues and starred for
the Braves.
Whenever the Braves have a
need, they go out and trade for
it or they bring up a player
from the minors.
For instance, when the
Braves needed a left handed
starter toward the end of the
1996 season, they went out and
traded for Denny Neagle.
Through this system, the
Braves' organization has built
the best teams of all time for
three reasons - pitching, an
offense that can explode at any
given moment and great management.
It would be insane not to

TODAY'S TOPIC

Who is the greatest
baseball team of all time?
NEXT WEEK'S TOPIC

Should college athletes be allowed to
leave school early for the pros?
We want to know what you think about next week's
topic. Call us to voice your opinion: on campus at
372-2602 and nil campus at 353-9315. Speak to
a reporter or leave a voice mail.

In addition, the team contained five Hall of Famers.
The team boasted the famed
Murderer's Row, the most
dominating 3-4-5 punch in the
history of the game. And four
players hit .337 or better.
This season-long offensive
onslaught cannot be attributed
to weak pitching, either, since
the Yanks had to face Hall of
Famers like Walter Johnson,
Red Ruffing and Lefty Grove.
There's no question that the
1927 Yankees would dominate
any season - or at least win in a similar manner.

WHAT YOU SAID
The •27 Yanhaes, as well as the 1954 Indians that went 111-43.
i had the best pitching."
MkaRypai
Senior
Telecommunications
I probably be controversiaf, but I'm going to put in my nomination
r the 1984 Tigers. They ware 35-5 after the Brst40games.lt was a
I season.'
Kavtn Jones-Kern
Instructor
Htatory

Item Pizzas
Small - $4
Medium - $5
Large - $6
(extra cheese available
at an additional charge)
expires 12-31-97

2 liters or Breadsticksj
$1.25 each!!
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
or Rootbeer
der of 6 Breadsticks with
.--or add cheese for
just 50c, more!
expires 12-31-97

Monday &
Tuesday Only!
2 Medium 1-item pizzas

$

8.50

Extra cheese & items available
at an add. charge. Please
mention special when ordering
expires 12-31-97

INDIANS

Salads!!
Side Salad-$1.25
ChefSalad-$2.25
Grilled Chicken - $3.25
Choose from French.
Ranch, Italian, Lite Ranch,
Thousand Island, or Blue
Cheese Dressing
expires 12-31-97

give credit to Braves general
manager John Schuerholz and
manager Bobby Cox. Schuerholz has been making the right
trades at the right times, while
Cox has been proficient at
making key moves during crucial moments of a ballgame.
Pitching-wise, the Braves
have the best starting staff in
history in Greg Maddux, Glavine, Smoltz and Neagle.
These four continuously keep
hitters off balance and often
pitch late into the ballgame,
making things easy on the
bullpen.
When the starter has pitched
six or seven Innings, a middle
reliever might come in and
pitch one or two solid innings.
Wohlers would then come in
and polish off the opposition in
the ninth.
Since the Braves pitching is
strong, opposing pitchers have
to keep strides and not allow
the potent Brave offense to
come alive.
By being able to do little
things, the Braves have won
six straight division titles, four
National League pennants, and
a World Series. Starting at the
bottom and working up is the
only way teams can consistently win just as the Braves have
done. Few other teams in history have done this.

/ Continued from page seven.
!
;
';
;
;

Subs
American. Italian, Ham &
Cheese. BLT. Steak,
Meatball, or Pizza

6"-$2.50
12"-$3.50

part as he walked back to the dugout. Alomar was called safe, and
the Indians - not the favored
Yankees - were going to Baltimore.
This is a major bone of contention in these parts. Still tortured

by memories of a 12-year-old
with a baseball glove at Yankee
Stadium in last year's ALCS,
Orioles fans really wanted another shot at the Bronx Bombers.
With Erickson still mowing the
Indians down In the late innings,
a few fans behind home plate
started chanting, "We want New

York! We want New York! "
Hargrove said none of that
bothered the Indians nearly us
much as did Erickson's nastlness.
"They didn't much let it bother
them when New York said they'd
rather play them," Hargrove
said. "I dont see why it would
now."

The (Office of <YT)ulticuUur«l Activities presents

expires 12-3197

Make Your Pizza!!|
Unlimited Toppings!! \
Medium $9
Large $10
(extra cheese available al an J
additional charge)
expires 12-31-97

^/>tino Poet
^bursdmj (October 9/ 1997/ 8 p.m.

All You Can Eat

Jgooksigniog to follow.

STEAK
When you purcha.se
the dinner Super Buffet
at the reg. price of $6.99

"<£

J^or additional information contact \1\-t\AY

r«w
v^

Billiards and Sports Bar

^£1

(across from Harshman)

^^

LOWCST PMCCS INTOUN

CVCRYDRY

- mi

DRV

$1.00 WELL DRINKS
$1.00 16 oz. DOMESTIC DRAFTS
$1.25 DOMESTIC BOTTLES

- nu NIGHT
$2.00 cover,
Thurs-Sat 3
After 7:00 '

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

un-Wed

FREE WINGS (10 max per person)

KARAOKC - €V€RV THURSDAY
DJ AND DANCING -CVCRV FRIDAY AND SRTURDA

V) UX PO\ IttOI MM)
UnMnJ rim.- (Kin
Brwi'lfr IW included

i A

STEAK & SEAFOOD

L

1544 E. Wooster
®in Bowling Green

$2.00 cover
Under 21

Across from the Stadium

I

I.
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Sports Briefs

The BG News
Classified
Ads

Dean Smith to retire today
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- Dean Smith, the winningest coach in the
history of college basketball, will retire today after 36 seasons at
North Carolina, according to reports.
ESPN, citing sources close to the North Carolina program, reported Wednesday night that the 66-year-old Smith was not stepping down for health reasons and would be succeeded by BUI
Guthrldge, Smith's assistant for the past 31 seasons.
North Carolina has called a news conference for today. Sports
information director Steve Kirschner refused to give details
about the 2 p.m. news conference, saying only that the school
planned a "major announcement." He would not comment when
asked whether it concerned Smith.
Smith has said for years he would decide before the start of
practice each year whether to retire. North Carolina begins
practice Oct. 18.
Compiled from wire reports

LIGE
Continued from page seven.
into the heart of the season, I'm
trying to get through my classes," Lige said. "But I know I have
to get something out of these
classes right now."
With five tough games ahead
for the Falcons, Lige is confident
that things will tum out positive
forBG.
"We know we have our work
cut out for us and we're going to
work hard and take everything in
stride," Lige said. "Hopefully we
can get through this week unscathed injury-wise and be full
force for the following week."
One of Lige's biggest strengths
is his enthusiasm for the game.
Coming from a football family his Dad and brother played football - Adam fit right in.
"I've always liked football. My
brother grew up playing football.

and I'd always watch him play,"
Lige said. "My brother was the
main supporter for football and
growing up, pretty much all my
friends played the game. So since
an early age, I've always played
football." "He loves to play,"
Walton said. "Even in practice, I
have to hold him out of some
things because he wants to go all
the time. He only knows speed
and that's 100 miles per hour and
that's evident when he played on
Saturday."

372-6977
The BG Ncm will no! knowingly accept aJvcmtcmrnu
thai dm nt>ifi*ie .<■ entouragediMnrmnaiam againM my
indi ■ idiul or group M the b*M» of rm*. tc », color, coed,
religion, national origin. *e.ual orienuiwn. disability.
tUttu aa ■ veteran, or or. the haw ol any other legally
protected UMua.
The BG Newa rcaenec the ngM to decline, divomiftur
or reviie any adveriiiemcni vuch at ihmc found lo be
defamatory, lacking in tactual bain, misleading M UM
in nature All adveniaemenu arc lubject to editing and
appro* al
The BG Newa. at a forum open to the publ*. rccognim
the impmuhiliry of preventing all of ihit type of .alterlulng and therefore encourage* out reader* » beware
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CAMPUS EVENTS
ASID MEETING
Mon.Oct 13.1997
8:30pm in Gallena
Speaker from Poggemeyef
Design Firm

and find out!
Get strategies that will help you ace the real exam.
Call today to reserve your seat!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

A Cup of Culture
Do you know about Namibia in Southern
Africa? This week Speaker: Sarah Ellen Often
Time:Oct. 9.Thursday 7;0O-8:00pm
Venne: Founders. 2nd Floor Lounge.
She will talk about the effect of Namibia's colonial past on the present, es.-ieoally in the areas
of education and language policy. A brief history and cullrual background of Namibia will also
be shared with you.
So. come and join uaf
SNACKS A DRINKS PROVIDED

SKYDIVE NOW" FALL SPECIAL
JUST $100 00 PER STUDENT
Visa/Mastercard accepted. SKYDfVE BG
Just 10 min. from campus. 352-5200
Backpacking, canoeing, climbing A kayaking
cfcnitt. classes A mpa Black Swamp Outfitters. 140 S River Rd . Watervile.
(419)878-3700

STUDY ABROAD FAIR
Discover the World) Enrich your life* Come
learn about study abroad opportunities
throughout the world on Wednesday. October
15th from 10am - 3pm in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom.

The 1997 KEY Yearbooka are Her«I
Slop by 28 West Hall (Basement) Daily from
1pm - 4pm to pick up or buy last year's yearbook.OuesDons call 372-8086

WANTTOTOUREUROPE
A EARN 6 BGSU CREDIT HOURS?
Summer Study Program in Nantes, France
Information Meebng
Special Guest Speaker from France
Tuesday. October 14 at 5pm
BA Bldg. in Room 4000
COME AND DISCOVER EUROPE

Wanna Know What's Gotng On'??
Check out (he
UAO October Events Calendar
■n TODAY'S Paper HI
Questions. Call 372-7164

PERSONALS
LOST & FOUND

(Organized A Sponsored by World Student
Assoclatlon-WSA)

MANDATORY MEETING)
ATTENTION
Elementary Education Majorsi I
Spnng 1998
Methods Registration Meeting
Tuesday. October 14
4:00- 5:30pm
11S Education Building

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Tests
CONF IDE NTIAL and CARING
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Purchasing Club and A.P.I.C.S. will hold a
general membership meeting on Thursday October 9th at 7:30 m BA 116. Erin Babtak from
ScJutia will speak on Integrated Supply Management.

Spanish tutoring, all levels.
Contact Maria 354-4216

Green Jacket, black poianoc
lined. Last seen 3rd floor
Hanna Hall. 372-5850

—SPRING BREAK.TAKE 2" Organize
group! Sell 15..Take 2 Free Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas, Panama City. Key Well Daylona. Barbados. Padre 4 More Free Parties.
Eats & Drinks Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710

SERVICES OFFERED

CPR

Come A See Dawn al the Changing Times
Full nails $30 Fills $20
354-2242 CallTodaylll

can keep your love alive

COUNTDOWN SPONSORED BY:
BGSU Athletic Department

DAYS
LEFT
Friday, October 17 10:30pm
Anderson Arena
FEATURING:
97-98 Men's Basketball Team
Midnight Scrimmage & Practice

How Would
cote?

Take a 3-hour MCAT. proctored like the real test. Receive individual feedback.

ARE YOU TRYING TO RECRUIT MEMBERS
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION? Come 10 tie
Recruitment Workshop on Wednesday. October 15 at 7:00pm in the Alumni Room of the
University Union. For more information contact
Student Lite at 372-2843

Golden Key National Honor Society Recepton
Sun Oct 12.3 00 tn the Grand Ballroom
'New Members will be honored*

COUNTDOWN TO

Lige has brought an enthusiastic and mentally tough attitude to the Falcons that has
helped the team to a 3-0 MAC record.
"He's probably, besides the
O'Neills, our toughest football
player," "Walton said. "He's the
guy that, no matter what injury,
no matter what pain, he can go."

MCAT

Come find out who wotvo,
and how you too can serve as a
leader for the BGSU Comrnuruty
Info Night Oci 14 5 30-7pm
In Union Tafi Hm.
"Unlvereiiy Ambassadors"

?«

3 on 3 B-ball Tourney @ 7pm
Detroit Pistons Dance Team "Automation"
Food, Contests & Lots of Prizes!

Nov. 3
Nov. 8
Nov 15
Nov. 24
Nov. 29
Dec. 3
Dec. 5-6
Dec. 10
Dec. 29
Jan 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 10
Jan 14
Jan. 17
Jan. 21
Jan 24
Jan. 29
Jan 31
Feb. 5
Feb. 7
Feb. II
Feb 14
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 25
Feb. 28
Mar. 2-4

LITHUANIA Shl.ETT (EX)
8:15 pm.
OHIO ALL-STARS (EX)
3.30 p.m.
(9 St Bonaventure
TBA
OHIO NORTHERN
7:00 pm.
® Illinois-Chicago
TBA
® Detroit
TBA
Spnngficld.MO/'icMrViilCYajsic
WRIGHT STATE
7:00 p.m.
MIAMI
7:00 pm.
® Western Michigan
TBA
S Central Michigan
TBA
TOLEDO
7:00 pjn.
EASTERN MICHIGAN
7:00 p.m.
KENT
7:00 p.m.
©Akron
.TBA
@ Ohio
.TBA
MARSHALL
1:30 p.m.
® Eastern Michigan
TBA
©Toledo
-TBA
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
7:00 pm.
BALL STATE
7:00 pm.
AKRON
7:O0p.m.
©Kent
.2:00 p.m.
® Marshall
TBA
OHIO
7:00 pm.
® Miami
7:00 pm.
MAC Tournament I st Round (Campus sites)
MAC Tournament (SeaGale Centre.Toledo)

60*
Black ft Whit.

:Q;

Transparencies
(10 tievupsirrncJm maudmurn per coupon)

a 104 savings
over our regular prfcel

J

! FREE DESIGN

Company
imaqlnam. solutions

Oflet atptm 117*0/9/ CriWi rcupflom miy apply

TM

+J

i <&

when combined with
sportswear imprinting
or embroidery

IJIakuaHUxllm^Mrta&^H
J

OHMap«» 11/10/97. Grfamc*teprjan,m«/<*ray

525 Ridge Street • Bowling Green, OH • (419) 354-3278
1/2 Year
Mailbox Rental

Your Job Search is Over
5C Self-serve copies—everyday!
Conveniently located just off campus
Quality Products &. Services
Delivering Technology Solutions for Competitive
Business Advantage

a JI3.00savlngsl

Experienced and Professional Staff

;

Locally Owned &< Supportive of Local Events and Causes

! Get-A-Job Pack II
;

(Ittrf cjp*r, II/1CW7 c rruli rainxtan nwy aeffe

special price...regularly $32.00.
now only

- out page resume designed
and saved to disk

Attend a Spotlight Presentation by
REALOGIC, Inc.,
One of the world's fastest-growing advanced technology
consulting and systems integration firms
Monday, October 13't from 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm
Best Western Falcon Plaza

• 2ft copies of resume copied on
premium paper
• 2ft blank sheets of matching paper
•

2ft matching business envelopes

■ OflW raptcn 11/10/9?. GrrtUn aeepoora mty ape*/

DIGITAL
, Color Output
tor exceptional color output

On-campus interviews
Tuesday, October I4'i
with emphasis on MIS and Computer Science majors
in undergraduate and graduate programs.
Register through your Career Placement Office.

ot Images created In PageMaker-.
rieeHand -. or QuarkXPress".

50° OFF
of color processing charges
(docs not Include p*t page charge.
one Ma per coupon!
ormtjiptrn 11/W97 Crflalnr»irp«"«nrikiy «pr-V

Dissertation &
Thesis Deal

REALOGIC, Inc. Corporate Headquarters
600 Superior Avenue East, Suite 2300
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

dissertations &. theses copied
on 2 * rag premium paper
for only

216.523.5800 • 800.523.5855 • 216.523.5801 (fax)

10*

info@rcalogic.com

www.realogic.com
Ann Arbor • Atlanta • Cleveland • London • San Francisco '
Sydney • Washington, DC

I

1

1

per image...a savings of 24
per Image over regular pricing
Ol997FASTdsV.COM. INC

i OKar raptm t l/SO/97 Cm*. fKivam may HH»r
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•Pi Beta Phi • Pi Beta Phi •
LilCindy.
little Cindy, win your heart ol gold.
When (met you my hMrt was soldi
The best B19I1I pa' wall always be.
I can't watt nl you Know it's me<
"See you al 10:00 lonighir
I love you. Lintel - Big??
1111 Spring Break Bahamas Parly Cnjisal 6
days (2791 Includes meals. Ire* parties! Gel a
group - Go Freel Prices increase soon - Save
tSO'spnngbreaktravel com 1800-678 6386
111> Spnng Break Cancun A Jamaica $379'
Book Early ■ Savel Gel a group ■ Go Free1
Panama Dry $129' South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $1201 spnngbreakiravel.com
l BOO 678 6386
Alpha Gam' Alpha Gam
Congrats to Belt Koscho,
All Trotta. Theresa Sherty, and
Julie Amold for being selected
lo be PLUS facilitators
Alpha Gam' Alpha Gam

ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
Campus Pollyoyes

ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
Cttttbrating 125 years
S.»HfiX»d strong* than ava* I

FIJI FIJI FUIFUI
Congiatulaoons to JaH Stautfer
on bacomng a part of lha
Mtd-Amancan Grtwk Council Auoctat-on.
Wa know youl do a great Job!
FIJI HJIFUlFUt
FREE T-SHIRT

a 9101
C'ediI Card fundraisers for
fraierniiias. soioriMs ft groups
Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5 00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932 0528 ex! 65.
Qualified callers raceive
FREE T-SHIRT.
HUNAN PALACE WELCOMES PARENTS!!
Authentic Chinese Food and Great Atmosphere
$5.95 Student Dinner Specials
Free Delivery w/ Mm. Order 18
Hunan Palace- 1616E. Wooster
352-9153 (across from the stadium)
OponLaie

440 E. Court St 352-9638
Thursday Special
11 am-9pm Dine m & Pick up onry
Lasagnat4 25
includes a plate ol Meat Lasagna
2 pieces ol garlic bread 8 1 trip salad bar

KKGKKGKKGKKGKKG
Congratulations to Angela Weaver for sister of
the w«ek I Wa lova you I

PREMIUM
BOTTLED WATER

Thanks to Elizabeth Bonnaau and Shelfy
Sbrocchi for an awesome pledge retreat1 You
guys are great >
KKGKKGKKGKKGKKG
Lil Amy ' Pi Beta Phi * Lil Amy

Hope that you are surprised
to sea that it is me
'Cause 1 know you are the bast
Lil there could ever be.
See you at the Pi Phi house at 10pm
I LOVE YOU LI AMY
Big??
Ul' Kane Echle
Angels and Arrows
Wine and Silver Blue
Which dues are lies and
Which onea are true
I hope that you're excited
and anxious to see.
Exactly who your BIG wiH be.
Be at the house at 10:00 tonight.
And you'll soon find out if your guesses
are right.
Love.
Your Big???

• Sodium Free) • Chemical Free
- Natural Hydration

Have you done your good
deed (or the semester? Well
now you can! We need
volunteers for Preview Day on
,
00,18th.

• Serviced and Sanitized Daily
• NAM* Approved
Open 24 Hours • Salt Serve B. YOB
• Over 300 Locations

Wdltrmill

Express

Look lor the little Walermills all over lown.

Pi Pr* Lil'KATIE-Pi Phi
Tontghi's the night you will see
What a great Big/Lil pair we wil soon be.
See you at the house tonightl
Love. Big????

ASSEM8ERS Eicellent income to assemble
products at home. Info 1-504 646-1700 DE PT
0H6255

Pi Beta Phi' Lil Erin • Pi Beta Phi
Some have been has and some have been
true. But I promise this time I'm truthful to youl
Tonight is the night when you find out what being a little is all about You'll run through! tie
house until you find thai us, Big/U are one of a
kindi Have you guess who I am? Better trunk
again and 111 see you around teni
Pi Beta Phi * Li Enn * Pi Beta Phi

Pi Ph.- Lil" Kate -Pi Phi
My dear Lil' Kate with a twinkle m her eye and a
beautiful smile, I've been a mystery for quite a
whilei You and I are the perfect pa*, many
memories we will share!
Love, Big????

Dancers - Now hiring for the
*1 Gentlemen's Club m Toledo
Travel & magazine modeling available
DejaVu 419-531-0079

Pi Ph. Lil Jen P-Pi Phi
A smile stretched across my lace
Irom side to side
When I found out you wanted ma
by your tide
Tonight the waiting will come

PI BETA PHI * Ul KeKey * PI BETA PHI
Some cluea were lies ft
Some clues were trua.
Have you picked the right onea,
It's all up 1o you?
Tonight you will run through the houae ft
find that us, aa Big ft Lil are one of a kindHave you guessed who I am?
Better think again ft I'll aae you around tan
Love,
Big?
PI BETA PHI ■ Lit Kallay ■ P. BETA PHI

to an and
When you find not only a BIG
but also a friend
PtPhi-LilJenP.PiPhi
Pi Phi Pi Phi
Lil' Jessica
A couple more hours and then you'll see just
how crazy ol a btg/H' pair well be. Gat psyched lor a w*d & crazy day. because so much
exotment and a surprise is coming your way.
I love you 11life1
??Pi Phi Love. Your B»g??

Pi Beta Phi * Lil Andrea ■ Pi Beta Phi
To my hole andrea. the hunt has begun.
Tonight will be eidtmg an loaded with fun.I
cant wait oil this day comes to and end.You'l
find not only a big.but also a 1nend
Pi Beta Phi' Lil Andrea • Pi Beta Phi

SlgKap'SlgKap-SlgKap

If you are interested come to one
of the two training sessions.
Monday, Oct 13 8:30-9:30pm
219 0lscamp
or
Tuesday, Oct 14 8:30-9:30pm
223 Olscamp
Any questions call 372-9866

LIU ' HMT4Wn« THf LOCaTIOJIICMEaTVOII

€DUCATION SP6CIRLIST
The Texas Migrant Council, Inc. has an IMMEDIATE need for an
Education Specialist at its Regional Office in MILLBURY, OHIO.
Responsible for developing, implementing, and monitoring a
comprehensive, developmental^ appropriate
bilingual/bicultural education services program responsive to
the unique educational needs of infants, toddlers and preschool children, and their families. Work requires travel.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Child
Development or Early Childhood Education. Experience in
coordinating the Education component in a Head Start program.
Experience in staff development and Bilingual in English and
Spanish is desired but not required. Good oral and written
communication skills. Two years direct teaching experience
with pre-school children.
Resume Deadline: October 24,1997 or open until filled
Submit resume with cover letter and CURRENT SALARY to;
Texas Migrant Council, Inc.
Attn.: Human Resources, Suite 201
P.O Box 2579
Laredo, Texas 78044-2579
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PiPhi'L-'JamieG'PiPhi
I'm sure you think you know me
But I'm positive you don't
Go ahead, and take a real good guess
But guess I'm sura you wont!
-Fnends are Friends Forever
And friends well always be
Today'a the day the guessing will end
And your 'Big' you soon will see1'
Beat lha house by ten...see you there!
Pi Phi love and mine - Big??

SlgKap'SlgKap'SigKap
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like to
congratulate Kaaey Hemlnger on being
chosen aa Theta Chi Sweetheart!
Congratulations I
Sig Kap' Theta Chi * Slg Kap
Slg Kap * Sig Kap * Slg Ksp

Pi Phi' LI JAMIE POWELL ' Pi Phi
I'm sure you think you know me,
But I'm positive you don't.
Go ahead and guess. But I'm sure you won't
Friends are Fnends forever and
Friends well always be
Today's the day the guessing will end
And your Big you soon will seel
Love your Big
Pi Phi'Lil Lisa* Pi Phi
Come find your Big
and wall do a Li Uig,
Tonight you will see
What a perfect B-g1.ii pair we will be'
1 am so exoted and 1 hope you are too
One last clue my eyes are blue*
'See you around ten*

The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like
to congratulate Carrie Kramer on
her position as Public Relations Chair
for Dance Marathon"' We know you'll

do a fabulous jobl
Slg Kap* Sig Kap-Slg Kap
The 1997 KEY Yaarbooka are Here!
Stop by 28 West Hail (Basement) Daily from
1pm - 4pm to pick up or buy last year's yearPook QuesPons call 372-6086
WANT TOTOUR EUROPE
& EARN 6 8GSU CREDIT HOURS?
Summer Study Program in Nantes. France
Information Meeting
Speoa1 Guest Speaker Irom France
Tuesday. October 14 al 5pm
BA Bldg. m Room 4000
COME AND DISCOVER EUROPE

Pi Phi * LF Lauren * Pi Phi
Then guess and guess some more.
Tonight's the night the guessing will end
When you open up the door1
I LOVE YOU LL'LAUREN
Love, Big1"
Pi Phi-LIL BRIDGET-Pi Ph.
Tonights the night that you will see
What an awesome btg/kl pair we will be
Tonight will be exciting and loaded with (unBecause the hunt is almost done
So come to the houae before ten
and we will meet up once again)
Love- BIG???

WANTED
1-2 SuWeasers needed Spring semester One
bedroom house on Wooster. $330/mon. * uM.
353-4037
2-3 subleasers needed immediately lor 2 bedroomapt Rp.isor.aOun.-r-: C.i:3S3 33l5
Singer wan led tor a blues-style band.
Call Mike at 352 5803
Sublease 2 bdrm apt. Free cable A heat. Close
to campus. $4SS par mo 353-7332
Sublease needed ASAP through May 1098
Oct paid. $200vmo Own room, close to campus. Call 353-5190.

PI PHI- Li Jen H. -PI PHI
Tonights the night
you wilt see
Who your crazy big will be
One last clue
My eyas aren't blue
Have you figured it out?
Better think again I
See you around len'
PI PHI- Lil Jen H -PI PHI

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Free information. Call 410-347-1475

Pi Phi- Lil' Megan -Pi Phi
The end of the hunt is finally here
Soon it wiH be very clear
Come to the house and you will see
Exactly who your big wrfl be
Love. Big????

Bartender Mon • Wed. nights. $6/hr Call Annette 287-4706

Earn extra income selling & marketing over
7,000 did. products & services to friends 8 customers. Set your own hours 8 work from home.
Great business experience' Call 354-2811
Local business seeks customer service person
to work in last-paced copy, printing, and
graphic arts environment. Afternoons 20 to 30
hours per week. Computer experience preferred. Send letter of application and resume to
Fast Company, 525 Rtdge St. Bowling Green.
No phone ca!ls or walk-ins, please.
Office Support
20-40 hrs/week
Computer E iperience Helpful
Apply in person on* 9-5 w/ resume
or mail to 325 E Wooster St
Pan time Dishwashers A Wail Staff & Cook
wanted. 1-2 lunches a week A 1 or 2 nights a
week. Apply BG Country Club. 352-3100

FOR SALE
"90 Ford Escort.Urgent for sale
Autotransmission, runs good. $650. Call 354 6516
evenings.
2 Cedar Point Tickets; $25 lor both
Last chance to gol Call 373-1707
88' Ford Fesliva. 5 spd. new brakes, tune-up.
0.1 change, runs great-$675 OBO 352 1574

American Red Cross Student Organizational
Meeting BA 106 at 7 30pm. Ocl. Wi.
Computer tor sale Packard Boll
Pentium 120 1 Gig HD 24M Bam
13" Monitor. Canon BJC-70pnnter
*1299.00(419) 872-3401Jell

FOR SALE BY OWNERS
651 Flanders Ave. in Belleville Subdivison
Bowling Green
FEATURING:
3 Bedroom Tn-level Family Room with WBF P
2,050 Square Feel Fenced backyard
21 '2 Bathrooms 2 Car Garage
New Appliances Aboveground pool wrdeck
Curtains, hardwood floors and more
$155,000
Cherie Onans-Greiner and Jerry Greiner

(410)354-2275
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like
to congratulate Sara Schlavo on
being named Sister of the Weekl

KKGKKGKKGKKGKKG

You'll meet ma tonight
My sweet little angel

PURE
AND
SIMPLE

Men I Men i Are you interested m bemg a
Presenter to other men on the issues of
Sexual Assault and Prevention? II so.
Contact Barbara Hoffman. 3722120
for further information

SlgKap-SlgKap*SigKap

KKGKKGKKGKKGKKG
DELIVERIES
A David Fisher Fsm
Open Auditions
Be pan ol the experience
Ages 8 50 needed
List ol all roles will be available
Sat. Ocl 4.12:00pm. Wed. Oct 8.9 30pm
Sat. Ootl 1.12:00pm
Rm 405 University Hall. For more into
Call Theatre Dept., Enn.

Thursday, October 9. 1997

"EARN FREE TRIPS A CASH!*"
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote
Spnng Break 19981 Sal 15 trips A travel freel
Highly motivated etudenta can earn a free
trip i
-er SlO.OOOIChoose Cancun. Bahamas, Mazatlan. Jamaica, or Florida1 North
America's largest student tour operator) Call
Now" 1-600 838-6411

MIS/FISCfil SOCIALIST

The Texas Migrant Council, Inc. has an IMMEDIATE need for a
MIS/FISCAL Specialist at its Ohio Reginal Office located in
MILLBURY, OHIO.
Responsible for the preparation of the regional budget,
monitoring of regional expenditure funds, budget requests, and
the timely payment of TMC obligations. Will also assist in
overseeing the region's computer network system to include
application software, hardware, accounting system network, and
user training. Work requires travel.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Business
Administration or Accounting with 15 credit hours in Computer
Information Systems. Three years of work experience in •
accounting related functions. Strong PC skills including word
processing and spreadsheet skills. (WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3, or
Microsoft and Excel). Typing skills of at leasty 35 wpm.
Resume Deadline: Friday, October 24,1997,
(or open until filled)
Submit resume with cover letter and CURRENT SALARY to:
Texas Migrant Council, Inc.
Attn: Human Resources, Suite 201
P.O. Box 2576
Laredo, Texas 78044-2579
'An Equal Opportunity Employer'

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week withm walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9am 5pm. Mon -Fn at
Advanced Speoalty Products. Inc. 428 Clough
St BG 43402.
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS
Kaplan, the nation's leading test prep company, is seeking instructors for LSAT, GRE.
and MCAT courses in the TokJeo-BG area.
Applicants must be dynamic communicators
and have at least 90th percenule scores on the
appropriate exam For more Info, please con
tact Julie Bohfcen al (419) 536-3702.

Part-Time, Temporary Employee, $8.50Vhr.
Immediately through January 1996. Must be
familiar with government and have basic computer skills. Assignment is to update TMACOG
Northwest Ohio Directory ol Public Officials
under supervision. Task is to gel current
names and other information for all local
elected officials in NW Oho baaed on election
results, enter on computer, and coordination
production of Directory Software: dBase
IV/DOS. Word Perfect 6.1/Windows. Submit
resume to Mr. Kurt Enchsen. Director of Environmental Planning. TMACOG, PO Box 9508,
Toledo. OH 43697-9508 by October 17.
Hany s is looting ror nourfy and salaneo Managers and Team Members. Excellent benefits
Immediate openings. Interested? Please call
419-697-0875.
Security Officers
Earn money while you study. Immed fu* A pt.
time positions avail in Bowling Green. Must be
at least 16 ys old No exp. necessary although a plus. Must have telephone A reliable
transportation. FuH benefit package avail, paid
vacations, advancements, weekly pay, uniforms, A paid training. Apply in person or call
Continental Secret Service Bureau. Inc. 415
Huron St Toledo. OH 43604. 1-600-869-8975.

Iguana, 211, healthy w/cage $50
Phone 352-2215
Macintosh LC2 4 80 512K (4MB]
Cost $500 or best ofer

Call 372-7345
Microwave for sale $40 OBO 353 8424
Nissan Sentra 1992, 2 door, 4 speed manual,
JVC CD player. AMFM stereo. Amplifier
$3200 Call 353-7370

PowerBook 170, active matni, 8/200/14.4,
$630 • tax. Other models available Call Paul
81353 7285
Raleigh Mr 81k tor sale
Aluminum frame w/ rock shocks

$350 Call 354-6591

FOR RENT
1 bdrm large fum. apt. an util. ind except eiec
trie lights. 352-7454
1/2 Subleasers needed immediately for big
one bdrm apt. on S. Enterprise Please call
Shauna@ 352 2559
2 bdrm. apt avail, immediately. Furnished or
unfurnished All mil mclud. Call 35? 1520
Sublessor needed ASAP to share 2 Bdmv 2
bath furnished apt. on E. Merry.
204/persorvmonth plus utilities, cable. A
phone. Call Derrick a Lynn @ 352-2281.
Subleaser needed @ Summit Terrace apts. 1
bdrm. A/C. carpeted, transportation to and
from campus. Laundry laolities. and living
rm.furn avail @ a 1 time add. cost Call Sean
©352 6498

Spring Break '98 * Cancun From S389
Reps wanted) Sell 15 and go free*
15 Free Meala, Lowest Prices Guaranteed'
1 600-446-8355' www.sunbreaks.com
State Tested Nursing Assistants
Wood County Nursing Home has full and part
time positions available These positions offer
compelve wages, weekend differential, uniforms, and excellent benefits.
Apply to Wood County Nursing Home
11080 E. Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
STUDENTS
Earn extra money while receiving personal
satisfaction assisting individuals with mental
disabilities. Part-time and substitute positions
available.
If interested, please come to the Anne Grady
Center to complete an application.
ANNE GRADY CENTER
1525 EBER ROAD
HOLLAND. OHIO 43528
EOE

Alternative Clothing

• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry

• Imported Cigars • Clove
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Glass Curios 'Tapestries
• Stickers • Posters
• 800* Tees
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sunday 12-6
352-3306

Dairy Mart
Authorized Dealer

Cold Beer @
State

for
your needs
353-7767
ATM

__^L__

Mattresses
Etc.

Woodland Mall SR 25, B.G.
353-1400

Check Out These
Low Prices!
kg
TWIN
MATTRESS
starting at

425 E. Wooster

Toledo's new favorite returns to BG!

Welcome Parents
HAPPY HOUR 3-9
$1.00 Domestic Draft, 2 for 1 Mixed Drinks

WEEKEND
Midnight Mauraders
Billiards, Darts, Air Hockey

Ask about Brewster's All-Star Team!
Good Times, Cold Beer & New Faces
353-6912
135 N. Main

Brewster's Pour House
135 N. Main, Bowling Green

presents:

Backseat
Fare

Friday & Saturday
October 10 & 11
70's Disco
80's Retro

and 90's
Featuring Rob Distel, formerly of
Uncle Sandwitch

K.C. & the Sunshine Band
Prince
Phish
Van Morrison

Spin Doctors
Led Zeppelin
Devo
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Frankie Valli
Jimmy Buffet
They Might Be Giants
The Beatles
Violent Femmes
James
Janes Addiction
Paul Simon

Stray Cats
Southern Culture on the Skids
Grateful Dead
REM
Sublime
... and motel

irW

ATTRESS
SET
starting at

14995
UEE
JATTRESS
SET
starting at

199"

i
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